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GENERAL TELEMARKETING LETTER   

 
It used to be simple... take care of your customers, be competitive, control your costs... and, oh yes, 
make a profit.   
So what’s changed?  Nothing’s changed... but everything’s changed.  
Why?  e.Business. 
 
So how do you compete in this ever-changing, complex environment?  How do you grow and still 
maintain control?  What’s the best business model?  In the end... how do you leverage today’s 
opportunities to maximize the value of your company?   
 
Select a partner who knows the new e.business landscape.   
 
But what about all the technology it takes?  How should you design it?  How do you build it?  How do 
you integrate it?  And... how do you manage it once it’s up and running?   
 
Simple answer.  Millennia Vision 
 
Millennia Vision is a Full Solutions Partner. (FSP) 
We build e.businesses.  Businesses that are innovative, yet have real world traction.  Businesses that use 
technology to their advantage... to anticipate change. 
 
Sounds complicated?  It isn’t.   
In the old days, there was time to ramp up, plan for growth and manage expansion within the four walls 
of the company.  Not anymore.  e.business in e.time is all about the rapid rate of change.  To remain 
competitive, your business needs a technology infrastructure that is a positive asset... your applications, 
network, databases, storage devices and servers must work FOR you, not against you... You need 
solutions tailored to your business model that can scale with your success...  
and you need all of this today.   
 
Millennia Vision operates in the real business world.  For the last half-decade, we’ve learned best 
practices from the world’s largest Fortune 1000 firms; Cisco, Nortel and Toyota.  But we wouldn’t be 
competitive without solid experience with emerging technology companies.  We helped 
AllAdvantage.com and Women’s Financial Network become leaders with new and innovative business 
models.  We take all this knowledge and experience and apply it to every client.  You might recognize 
our middle-market clients as some of the fastest growing companies... like Handspring and Lucasfilm. 
 
Web-based e.commerce?  Trading exchanges? e.procurement?  e.fulfillment?  Demand planning? 
It doesn’t have to be overwhelming.  
 
If you are building or transforming your business, it can be as simple as www.mvsn.com...  
or making a phone call. 


